Pretty as a Peacock

Finished quilt measures 41” square

Designed by flaurie & finch
Featuring the Blossom Batiks Valley and Shiny Objects collections from RJR Fabrics

Pretty as a Peacock Color Card
Blossom Batiks Valley and Shiny Objects fabric collections
Fabric A
#2930_010

Fabric B
#2930_006

Fabric C
#2792_022

Fabric D
#3021_002

Fabric E
#2891_002

Fabric F
#3025_001

Fabric G
#3137_002

Fabric H
#3022_002

Fabric I
#3026_002

Fabric J
#2891_008

Fabric K
#2792_009

Fabric L
#3026_001

Fabric M
#3022_004

Fabric N
#3022_001

Fabric O
#3025_002

Fabric P
#3026_003

Fabric Q
#3139_001

Fabric S
#3138_002

Fabric T
#3138_005

Fabric U
#2812_018

Fabric V
#3019_001
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Fabric R
#3141_004
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Yardage Requirements

(Blossom Batiks Valley and Shiny Objects collections)
6” square each:
Fabric B - #2930_006
Fabric C - #2792_022
1/8 yard each:
Fabric D - #3021_002
Fabric E - #2891_002
Fabric F - #3025_001
Fabric G - #3137_002
Fabric I - #3026_002
Fabric K - #2792_009
Fabric O - #3025_002
Fabric P - #3026_003
1/4 yard each:
Fabric H - #3022_002
Fabric L - #3026_001
Fabric M - #3022_004
Fabric N - #3022_001
1/2 yard each:
Fabric A - #2930_010
Fabric J - #2891_008
3/4 yard each:
Fabric T - #3138_005
Fabric V - #3019_001
1 yard of Fabric Q - #3139_001
1-1/4 yards each:
Fabric R - #3141_004
Fabric S - #3138_002
Fabric U - #2812-018
2 yards backing fabric
49” x 49“ piece of batting
Template plastic
Fusible web
Basic sewing supplies

Cutting and Preparation

web. To do so, also trace 1/4” inside each feather
shape on the fusible web and cut out on that
inside line before fusing to the fabric.
Dotted line
is the
cutting line
marked
1/4” inside
template
line (shown
in red)

From Fabric A, cut:
Four 1” x 42” strips; trim two to measure 36” and
two to measure 37”
One body
One head feather
From Fabric B, cut:
One upper beak
One neck
From Fabric C, cut:
One lower beak
One eye
From Fabric D, cut:
Twelve body feathers
From Fabric E, cut:
Ten body feathers
From Fabric F, cut:
Ten body feathers
From Fabric G, cut:
Eleven body feathers
From Fabric H, cut:
Seventeen body feathers
Twelve #3 pieces for row 1

Note: The peacock feathers are assembled row by
row, and the size of the pieces in each row is
slightly smaller than those in the previous row.
Refer to the Feather Row Diagram on p. 5 as you
trace and cut out template pieces to ensure you’re
using the correct size for each row.

From Fabric I, cut:
Twelve #4 pieces for row 1

Trace the template pieces, cut out, and assemble
sections to create full feathers. Cut shapes out of
template plastic. Trace the indicated number of
each shape onto fusible web and cut out 1/4” past
the drawn lines. Fuse onto the indicated fabric,
noting directional prints, and cut out shapes on
the drawn line.
Note: For the feathers, consider using the window
method to reduce bulk as you apply the fusible

From Fabric K, cut:
Eleven #3 pieces for row 2
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Fusible web
ready to be
applied to
fabric

From Fabric J, cut:
Twelve #2 pieces for row 1
Eleven #2 pieces for row 2

From Fabric L, cut:
Eleven #4 pieces for row 2
Six #4 pieces for row 3

From Fabric M, cut:
Seven #2 pieces for row 3
Five #2 pieces for row 4
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Cutting and Preparation continued

From Fabric S, cut:
Eleven #1 feathers for row 3

3. Lay out the Row 4 T feathers on the U square.
Add the Row 3 S feathers, Row 2 R feathers, and
Row 1 Q feathers. Fuse each layer of feathers in
place, trimming the narrow end of feather so it is
just covered by the next layer of feathers to help
reduce bulk.
4. Lay out the E, F, G, and H body feathers as
indicated on the Placement Diagram on p. 4,
making sure to cover the tips of the Row 1 Q
feathers. Fuse into place.
5. Lay out the peacock body, lower and upper
beak, and neck and fuse into place. Add the head
feather.
6. Use a straight or decorative stitch to secure all
applique pieces in place.
7. Square up quilt center to 36” as needed.

From Fabric T, cut:
Eight #1 feathers for row 4

Assembling the Quilt

From Fabric N, cut:
Six #3 pieces for row 3

From Fabric O, cut:
Four #3 pieces for row 4
From Fabric P, cut:
Four #4 pieces for row 4
From Fabric Q, cut:
Thirteen #1 feathers for row 1
From Fabric R, cut:
Eleven #1 feathers for row 2

From Fabric U, cut:
One 36-1/4” square
From Fabric V, cut:
Four 2-1/2“ x 42” strips; trim two to measure 41”
and two to measure 37”
Five 2-1/4“ x 42” strips for binding

1. Sew 1” x 36” A strips to the top and bottom of
the quilt. Sew 1” x 37” A strips to the opposite
sides.
2. Sew 2-1/2” x 37” V strips to the top and bottom
of the quilt. Sew 2-1/2” x 41” V strips to the opposite sides.

Making the Quilt Center

1. Fold the 36-1/4” U square in half in both directions to find the center.
2. Build the peacock “eyes” for each feather. For
row 1, Layer an inner I and middle H piece on an
outer J piece and fuse in place. Make twelve. In the
same way, make eleven Row 2 eyes, six Row 3
eyes, and four Row 4 eyes. Fuse the eyes onto the
appropriate feathers. Fuse additional M pieces to
one S feather and one T feather. Note: You’ll have
additional feathers for each row that don’t require
eyes.

Finishing

Row 1
Make 12

Row 2
Make 11
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Row 3
Make 6

Row 4
Make 4

Lay the backing right side down, batting, and
quilt top right side up. Baste the layers together
and quilt as desired. Use the five 2-1/4” x 42”
Fabric V strips to bind the quilt.
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Placement Diagram
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Note: Templates are shown full size and in
reverse. For needleturn applique, add 1/4”
seam allowance to templates. Trace the
indicated number of each template onto
fusible web. Refer to p. 2 to use the window
effect to reduce bulk from fusible web.

Feather Rows Diagram

Row 4

1” square

Body Feather
Cut 12 Fabric D
Cut 10 Fabric E
Cut 10 Fabric F
Cut 11 Fabric G
Cut 17 Fabric H
Row 3

Row 1

Row 2

Head Feather
Cut 1 Fabric A
Lower Beak
Cut 1 Fabric C

Neck
Cut 1
Fabric B

Eye
Cut 1 Fabric C
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Upper
Beak
Cut 1
Fabric B
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Note: Templates are shown full size and in
reverse. For needleturn applique, add 1/4”
seam allowance to templates. Trace the
indicated number of each template onto
fusible web. Refer to p. 2 to use the window
effect to reduce bulk from fusible web.

1” square

Join to Peacock Body top along dotted line

Cut 1 Peacock Body
Fabric A

Peacock Body
(bottom)

Peacock Body
(top)

Trace both body pieces onto
paper and join along dotted
line to create the full body
shape. Note that the
templates do overlap to
conserve space in the
pattern.
Join to Peacock Body bottom along dotted line
flaurie & finch
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Note: Templates are shown full size and in
reverse. For needleturn applique, add 1/4”
seam allowance to templates. Trace the
indicated number of each template onto
fusible web. Refer to p. 2 to use the window
effect to reduce bulk from fusible web.

Row 1 Feather Pieces
1” square

Piece 4
Cut 12 Fabric I
(Row 1)
Trace both feather pieces
onto paper and join along
dotted line to create the full
feather shape.

Piece 2
Cut 12 Fabric J
(Row 1)

Row 1 Feather
(top)
Cut 13
Fabric Q

Row1 Feather (bottom)

Join to Feather top
along dotted line

Piece 3
Cut 12 Fabric H
(Row 1)

Join to Feather bottom
along dotted line
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Note: Templates are shown full size and in
reverse. For needleturn applique, add 1/4”
seam allowance to templates. Trace the
indicated number of each template onto
fusible web. Refer to p. 2 to use the window
effect to reduce bulk from fusible web.

Row 2 and 3 Feather Pieces
1” square

Piece 3
Cut 11 Fabric K (Row 2)
Cut 6 Fabric N (Row 3)

Piece 2
Cut 11 Fabric J (Row 2)
Cut 7 Fabric M (Row 3)

Piece 4
Cut 11 Fabric L (Row 2)
Cut 6 Fabric L (Row 3)

Row 2 and 3 Feather
(bottom)

Join to Feather top
along dotted line

Row 2 and 3 Feather
(top)
Cut 11 Fabric R (Row 2)
Cut 11 Fabric S (Row 3)

Trace both feather pieces
onto paper and join along
dotted line to create the full
feather shape. Note that the
templates do overlap to
conserve space in the
pattern.

Join to Feather bottom
along dotted line
flaurie & finch
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Note: Templates are shown full size and in
reverse. For needleturn applique, add 1/4”
seam allowance to templates. Trace the
indicated number of each template onto
fusible web. Refer to p. 2 to use the window
effect to reduce bulk from fusible web.

Row 4 Feather Pieces

1” square

Piece 4
Cut 4 Fabric P
(Row 4)

Piece 2
Cut 5 Fabric M
(Row 4)

Row 4 Feather
(top)
Cut 8 Fabric T
(Row 4)
Trace all feather pieces (middle and
bottom feather pieces are on p. 10)
onto paper and join along dotted
line to create the full feather shape.
Note that the templates do overlap
to conserve space in the pattern.

Join to Feather middle
along dotted line
flaurie & finch
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Note: Templates are shown full size and in
reverse. For needleturn applique, add 1/4”
seam allowance to templates. Trace the
indicated number of each template onto
fusible web. Refer to p. 2 to use the window
effect to reduce bulk from fusible web.

Row 4 Feather Pieces

1” square

Join to Feather top
along dotted line

Row 4 Feather
(middle)
Piece 3
Cut 4 Fabric O
(Row 4)

Trace all feather pieces (top
feather piece is on p. 9) onto
paper and join along dotted line
to create the full feather shape.
Note that the templates do
overlap to conserve space in the
pattern.

Join to Feather middle
along dotted line

Row 4 Feather
(bottom)

Join to Feather bottom
along dotted line
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